Neoss Clinical Organizers

Simplicity and ease of use are two of the most important parts of using a dental implant system. It may be said that the instrument tray is the key to this being used for organization, storage, sterilization and information.

The Neoss Clinical Organizers are designed as three interlocking parts (‘a jigsaw’) for surgery, instruments and layout. Made of highly durable silicone it is easily cleaned and sterilized.

The surgical part of the organizer (one for ProActive Straight implants and one for ProActive Tapered implants) offers clear markings for drill selection and depth on one side and offers storage for instruments and drills during sterilization on the other. The mid section may be used in combination with the other parts or alone for prosthodontics.

The layout section on the left provides wells for implant storage, cover and abutment screws on one side and prosthetic components crowns and bridges on the other.

The Neoss Clinical Organizers – Simplicity Reinvented

Features & benefits

• A unique three part storage and instrument tray solution which can be used in combination or individually.
• Extremely competitive costing enables use of multiple organizers for serial cases.
• Clear identification of drill lengths and selection, with horizontal instrument storage for sterilization.
• Instrument section usable alone or in combination.
• Storage section for easy implant selection and convenient arrangement for prosthetic component storage.
• Unrivaled ease of use and cleaning – ‘The Nurses Friend’.

Assortment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Art. No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51150</td>
<td>Neoss Clinical Organiser, Straight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51151</td>
<td>Neoss Clinical Organiser, Tapered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Neoss System Tray 51131, includes customer choice of 51150 or 51151
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